by jolly r. blackburn
steve johansson
& ken albery III
as you are riding down the IMPERIAL HIGHWAY you approach a
ROADSIDE VENDOR. a large crudely painted sign reads, “ROSCOE’S
HEALING ELIXIR!” a KINDLY looking OLD MAN stands behind a table
with an assortment of VIALS and BOTTLES arranged before him.
healing
elixir? \’m
going to
check it out.

uh oh! careful
guys. these
roadside vendors
are usually
RIPOFF ARTISTS!

hmmmm, we ARE down
a few hitpoints.

actually, this guy has a VERY
trusting face and an AIR of
respectability about him.

he waves
for you to
come on
over.

the SPELL-LOBBER speaks WISELY!
remember when you purchased those
WAFERS OF INVISIBILITY from that
JERK at the KARZNAR CROSSROADS?
all they produced was a BAD
case of the LATRINE-DRIBBLES.

you’re forgetting. \ was only SEVENTH LEVEL
back then - still a little WET behind the ears.
my BARGAIN SENSE SKILL has gone up at least
FIVE PERCENTILES since then. it’s not as easy to
GET OVER on KNUCKLES like it USED to be.

\ agree! this character
is OBVIOUSLY working
on the roadside to
circumvent the TOUGH
guild standards
of the city.

good point. and didn’t b.a. say something
about ROSCOE having a trusting face?

let’s give this
guy a WIDE
BERTH!

yeah, but 3 wafers for a
GOLD PIECE! what a deal!

sounds
like
a set-up
to me.

okay SHIELD MONKEY, let’s do it. \ stroll up to the
guy’s booth and take out my COIN POUCH. \ SLAM it on
the countertop so he knows \’m a PAYIN’ CUSTOMER.
he smiles and
says, “WELCOME
STRANGER!”

\ refuse to
exchange
pleasantries.

okay POPS! how much for a bottle of healing potion?
let’s cut to the quick. \ want your MOTHER’S RATE.
1,200 GOLD PIECES, sir!!
plus a FIVE GOLD piece
deposit on the bottle.

good
job, bob!
let him
know
you’re no
EASY
MARK!

damn!

hmmmrrfff! some nerve. that’s THREE TIMES the BOOK VALUE
for HEALING JUICE! \ TOLD you the guy was a CON-MAN!
BRIAN’s right! just another
RIPOFF ARTIST! \ grab my coin
pouch and walk away.
why, \ have a good mind to whack
his ass for WASTING my time.

ROSCOE looks
a bit INSULTED.

nice try,
b.a.! but
we’re WISE
to your
game.

⁄≤¤‚‚ GOLD¿¿¡¡

why not put a LABEL
on it, b.a.? this
dude is obviously a
SCAM designed to
lighten our
gold reserve.

the old man shakes a finger at you and
says, “now see here you YOUNG SCOUNDREL!
you get what you pay for. this here ELIXIR is
TEN TIMES more potent than anything
available on the BLACK MARKET.”
ten times
more potent?
GEEZE
LOUEEZE!
why didn’t
you say so?
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okay, so how ‘bout a FREE SAMPLE?
\ want to be EXTRA SURE it’s the REAL
STUFF before \ lay my money down.

he pulls the STOPPER out of one of the VIALS and hands it
to you. “here! LICK THIS! it should take the STING away.”

not a problem. ROSCOE
PUNCHES you in the face
for SIX POINTS of DAMAGE

oh, ha ha! \ guess
that’s SUPPOSED to be
funny or something.
well, \’m NOT laughing.

now that’s what
\’m talkin abou....
HUH??!!
PUNCHES ME??!!

A FEW SECONDS LATER≥≥≥
okay, so \’ll take off my LEFT shin-guard.
just aim for my lower-leg and be SURE
to dampen your damage. you with me?

easy! \ take a swing at you with my HACKMASTER + 12.
\’ll pull my punch of course - to lessen the damage.
uh oh! here
comes trouble.

dave’s
right.

as you lick
the stopper
the pain
goes away.

BLOOD LETTING??!! well how the
hell am \ supposed to do that?

hey, that JUST
might work.
let’s do it.

BIG DEAL! that’s no TEST. you
need some REAL blood-letting
if you want to see how good a
HEALING POTION works.

\ suggest you make it
a CALLED SHOT, dave.

yeah, yeah,
NO SWEAT!
give me some
SWINGING room.

uh, guys? what about
the plus twelve
modifier for the sword?

SH
SH OO
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A TOSS OF THE DICE LATER≥≥≥
and it looks like
a...a..uh..er..
A NATURAL TWENTY??!!

you rolled a FRICKIN’
critical hit? DOUBLE
DAMAGE?? what the
hell’s wrong with you?

sorry, dude. on a CRIT
my HACKMASTER SWORD
automatically SEVERS!

and don’t forget to
DOUBLE the +12 to the
damage rating of the
sword. that’s an
additional 24 POINTS!

A CRIT¿¿¡¡

A WEE BIT LATER≥≥≥
okay, NEW house rule! from now on, you have to
check your DICE BAGS in at the door before
bellying up to the table. this is the LAST time
\ get beaned with a HURLED dice bag JUST because
somebody doesn’t like one of my game calls.

\ guess \’ll try to track down that STRAY DOG who wandered off
with KNUCKLE’S leg while he was scuffling with the OLD MAN.
did anyone happen to notice WHICH direction the mutt was heading?
looks like YOU could use some
healing potion on that eye, b.a.

tellin’ him ROSCOE’s “elixir”
was nothing but common
WELL WATER is what got you
the BLACK EYE, dude.
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